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Abstract

While convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been

excellent for object recognition, the greater spatial vari-

ability in scene images typically meant that the standard

full-image CNN features are suboptimal for scene classifi-

cation. In this paper, we investigate a framework allowing

greater spatial flexibility, in which the Fisher vector (FV)

encoded distribution of local CNN features, obtained from

a multitude of region proposals per image, is considered in-

stead. The CNN features are computed from an augment-

ed pixel-wise representation comprising multiple modali-

ties of RGB, HHA and surface normals, as extracted from

RGB-D data. More significantly, we make two postulates:

(1) component sparsity — that only a small variety of re-

gion proposals and their corresponding FV GMM compo-

nents contribute to scene discriminability, and (2) modal

non-sparsity — within these discriminative components, all

modalities have important contribution. In our framework,

these are implemented through regularization terms apply-

ing group lasso to GMM components and exclusive group

lasso across modalities. By learning and combining regres-

sors for both proposal-based FV features and global CN-

N features, we were able to achieve state-of-the-art scene

classification performance on the SUNRGBD Dataset and

NYU Depth Dataset V2.

1. Introduction

Scene classification is a challenging problem, especially

for indoor scenes, due to the large intra-class variation due

to vast differences in spatial layouts within each scene class.

After a substantial leap in object recognition [13] perfor-

mance using convolutional neural networks (CNN) trained

on large-scale object-centric datasets such as ImageNet [4],

a scene-centric dataset known as Places [36] was introduced

for investigating the utility of CNN in scene classification

tasks. Although there was a reported performance improve-

ment using a scene-centric CNN, it became obvious that
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Figure 1. Our framework: we first extract proposals from each

RGB-D image. Then for all the proposals and the full image, we

derive CNN features from different modalities: RGB, HHA and

surface normal (SN). For each image, the proposal based CNN fea-

tures for each modality are encoded by Fisher Vector (FV), and the

resulted multi-modal FV features are regarded as the input to our

modality and component aware feature fusion. Finally we com-

bine the regression results of the proposal based FV features and

the full-image based CNN features to get the final classification

result.

global CNN features extracted from full images were too

spatially rigid to be optimal for scene classification.

Several methods [5, 33, 38] have been proposed for clas-

sifying RGB scene images using local instead of global in-

formation. They share a similar pipeline: CNN features

were densely extracted at different locations and scales of
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an image, encoded as a combined feature representation

(e.g. via Fisher vectors (FV) [18, 20] ) and then classified

using support vector machines (SVM). Results show that

the local features are competitive when compared to full-

image based CNN features and provide important comple-

mentary information. However, only a small subset of local

features are likely to be discriminative in a scene classifica-

tion task. In many existing works, a task-independent fea-

ture representation is used, such as a comprehensive Gaus-

sian mixture model (GMM) which models all features for

encoding Fisher vectors; this tends to result in overfitting

when training regressors.

There are also a few methods proposed for scene clas-

sification on RGB-D images [7, 1, 23, 14]. Most of these

directly concatenate features from color and depth modal-

ities together prior to classification. Such a direct combi-

nation does not adequately exploit the relationship between

the different modalities of color and depth.

In our work, we start with the standard pipeline for lo-

cal feature extraction and feature encoding. In particular,

we use an existing object proposal extractor to generate re-

gion proposals from each RGB-D image, representing each

proposal by the corresponding local CNN features obtained

from different modalities. Similar to [8], we extract CNN

features from RGB and HHA (horizontal disparity, height

above ground, and angle between the local surface normal

and direction of inferred gravity). In order to more explicit-

ly capture geometric information, we also extract CNN fea-

tures from an additional modality of surface normals (S-

N). For each modality, we use FV to encode the region-

proposal-based CNN features.

To address the two issues mentioned previously, we

make two important postulates: (1) component sparsity —

that we should not attempt to utilize all features in the FV

GMM components, but rather seek out only a few key com-

ponents that maximally contribute to scene discriminability.

(2) modal non-sparsity — that for these key discriminative

components, all modalities will significantly contribute to

the discriminability because they provide important com-

plementary information.

To this end, we propose a modality and component aware

feature fusion framework for RGB-D scene classification

on the extracted multi-modal FV features. In the feature

fusion step, we incorporate different levels of structure s-

parsity regularization that effectively extract discriminative

features from different modalities and different GMM com-

ponents in FV. In order to only consider GMM components

in the FV which are discriminative, we first enforce inter-

component sparsity to discount unnecessary components.

Second, we propose to enhance intra-modal component s-

parsity with inter-modal non-sparsity. In this way, we en-

courage discriminative features in different modalities to

co-exist. Finally, by learning and combining regressors for

both proposal-based FV features and full-image CNN fea-

tures, we were able to achieve state-of-the-art performance

on the SUNRGBD Dataset [23] and NYU Depth Dataset

V2 [17].

Fig. 1 shows an overview of the proposed framework.

2. Related Work

Scene Classification: Object recognition performance

has recently been boosted through the use of well designed

CNN techniques [13] in conjunction with extensive labeled

data. To adapt the current CNN techniques for scene clas-

sification, Zhou et al. [36] introduced a large scene-centric

dataset called Places and showed significant performance

improvement on scene classification using a CNN trained

on this dataset, as compared to directly applying the CNN

pretrained on the object-centric dataset ImageNet [4]. Al-

though a scene-centric dataset more appropriately captures

the richness and diversity of scene imagery, the typical way

of extracting global CNN features from full images may

not adequate handle the geometric variability of complex

indoor scenes.

Several methods have been proposed to leverage local C-

NN features to enhance discriminative capability. Gong et

al. [5] proposed densely extracting multi-scale CNN activa-

tions, aggregating the activations of each scale via vector of

locally aggregated descriptors (VLAD) [11], and concate-

nating the multi-scale VLAD features together as the final

feature representation. Yoo et al. [33] presented a similar

framework, except they used Fisher Vectors (FV) as the en-

coding method. In another work [38], Zuo et al. showed the

importance of the complementary information provided by

local features, where they derived local features by learning

a discriminative and shareable feature transformation filter

bank for local image patches. Among all these methods,

few of them take direct care to exclude non-discriminative

local features that can lead to overfitting.

There are also several other works that are not developed

for scene classification, but related to our method. In partic-

ular, Yang et al. [30] approached the multi-label image clas-

sification problem through multi-view learning, where they

derived a feature view by extracting CNN features from

object proposals followed by the FV encoding, and con-

structed a label view using strong labels. Zhang et al. [35]

dealt with fine-grained image categorization, where they

proposed to use feature selection to remove noisy features

in FV. Their feature selection is based on the relevances of

individual features to class labels, which are calculated in-

dependently in different feature dimensions.

With increasing spread of commodity depth cameras that

provide depth images along with color images, more RGB-

D data are becoming available. A number of methods oper-

ating on RGB-D data have been proposed for scene label-

ing, object recognition and scene classification [19, 21, 2,
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8, 16, 25]. There is a recent work in which CNN is used

as the feature extraction method for RGB-D data [8], where

Gupta et al. proposed to encode depth with three channels

(HHA). This makes it possible to directly apply the CNN

model pre-trained on RGB images, which also have three

channels, to HHA to extract CNN features for depth.

On the topic of RGB-D scene classification, Gupta et

al. [7, 6] described a method to detect contours in RGB-

D images and use them for semantic segmentation, further

treating the quantized semantic segmentation output as local

features for scene classification. Banica et al. [1] proposed

to apply second-order pooling [3] of hand-crafted features

mainly for semantic segmentation as well as on scene clas-

sification. Song et al. [23] introduced a large scale RGB-D

dataset called the SUNRGBD Dataset with ground truth and

baselines for different scene understanding tasks. For scene

classification, they directly used pre-trained CNN in [36] to

extract CNN features from RGB and HHA. Liao et al. [14]

proposed to include a regularization on semantic segmen-

tation to improve scene classification performance, where

their cost function to train CNN contains both the loss of

scene classification and the loss of semantic segmentation.

Structure Sparsity: Structure sparsity is an extension

of the standard sparsity concept, which aims to facilitate ar-

bitrary structures on the feature set [9]. The effectiveness

of structure sparsity for feature learning has been wide-

ly proven in different applications such as face recogni-

tion [28], web page recognition [37], image super reso-

lution [31], action recognition [32], and object recogni-

tion [15].

Here we discuss several representative pieces of research

that are relevant to our method. In particular, Tibshirani [24]

proposed the idea of “lasso” which minimizes the squared

errors with an l1-norm regularization term. It essentially

shrinks some coefficients and sets others to 0. The relation-

ship between the loss function and the regularization term

is analyzed in [24].

Based on lasso, Yuan and Lin [34] further extended it for

variable selection with predefined groups, which is usual-

ly called “group lasso”. Their key assumption is that if a

few features in a group are important, then the whole group

is regarded as important. For tasks benefiting from the se-

lection of important groups, their method improves the per-

formance of the traditional lasso. Zhou et al. [37] further

developed a new form of regularization called “exclusive

lasso”, where they focused on multi-task feature selection.

Their assumption is that features that are important for one

category become less likely to be important for other cat-

egories, and thus their idea is to introduce the competition

among different tasks for the same feature. Kong et al. [12]

shared a similar idea with Zhou et al. [37], but they focused

on feature selection with multi-group of features. They pro-

posed “exclusive group lasso” to encourage features in dif-

ferent groups to co-exist, which is different from group las-

so that enforces inter-group sparsity. Combining with the

traditional lasso, exclusive group lasso demonstrates its ef-

fectiveness on the spoken letter classification task [37]. In

this research, we combine both group lasso and exclusive

group lasso in our feature fusion framework to solve the

scene classification problem.

3. Multi-modal Proposal-based Global Feature

Representation

In our framework, local information is incorporated

through the use of region proposals and their corresponding

local CNN features. More specifically, we use the publicly

available proposal extractor [8] to extract region proposal-

s from each RGB-D image. For each proposal, the local

CNN features are then computed from both color and ge-

ometry data. In addition to the two modalities (RGB and

HHA) used in [8], we further include a third modality of

surface normals (SN) into our framework, represented as

unit 3D vectors. Since all three modalities comprise three

channels each, we start with the same 8-layer CNN mod-

el pretrained on the Places Dataset [36] for each modality,

but then fine-tuned independently. We use the activations of

the first fully connected layer (full6, i.e. layer 6 in the 8-

layer CNN) in each modality as the CNN features for each

proposal. In order to reduce computational complexity, the

number of dimensions in the CNN full6 activation vectors

is reduced from 4096 to d = 400 per modality via PCA.

In this way, given an RGB-D image with J extracted object

proposals, each proposal in each modality is represented by

its corresponding CNN feature vector f ij ∈ R
d.

The CNN features for all proposals within a single RGB-

D image is then encoded with the standard Fisher Vector

(FV) [18, 20] approach. The FV encoding consists of a K-

component Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with parame-

ters of λ = {wk,µk,Σk, k = 1 . . .K}, where wk, µk and

Σk is respectively the mixing weight, mean and covariance

matrix (assumed diagonal) of the k-th Gaussian component.

The gradient vectors (w.r.t. mean µk and s.d. σk) are:

gi
µk

= 1√
wk

J
∑

j=1

γi
j(k)

(

f ij−µk

σk

)

gi
σk

= 1√
2wk

J
∑

j=1

γi
j(k)

(

(f ij−µk)
2

σ2
k

− 1
)

(1)

where γi
j(k) is the soft assignment weight of f ij to the k-th

component:

γi
j(k) = P (k

∣

∣f ij , λ
)

. (2)

Concatenating the two gradient vectors leads to a 2Kd-

dimensional FV for each modality. By further collating

FVs from the three modalities, we obtain a multi-modal fea-

ture representation for image i, given by xi ∈ R
D, where

D = 6Kd.
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4. Modality and Component Aware Feature

Fusion

4.1. Formulation

Let X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xN ] ∈ R
D×N denote the multi-

modal FVs derived from N input RGB-D images, Y ∈
R

N×C be the ground truth label matrix with C classes, and

W ∈ R
D×C be the transformation or weight matrix that

maps input features X into the label domain via XTW .

We formulate our method as solving a regression prob-

lem with several regularization terms:

min
W

F = R+R1 +R2 +R3

=
1

2

∥

∥XTW − Y
∥

∥

2

F

+ λ1

∥

∥W(P )

∥

∥

1

2
+ λ2

∥

∥W(Q)

∥

∥

2

1
+ λ3‖W‖1

(3)

The first term R is the standard least-squares regression ter-

m. It encourages the transformation XTW to closely recon-

struct the labels, biasing towards a W that extracts discrim-

inative information from the features. R3 is the common

l1-norm regularization term to invoke only a sparse set of

feature dimensions, while R1 and R2 are explained in de-

tail below. The tradeoffs parameters are λ1, λ2 and λ3.

Component Regularization Term R1: Since the GM-

M components of the FV encoding are constructed from all

region proposals, which are obtained in a generic fashion,

many of these components do not contribute discrimina-

tive power for distinguishing between scene classes. Thus,

we propose a regularization term based on group lasso [34]

which should result in only the expected few discriminative

components being associated with large weights, while the

remaining components will be associated with zero or small

weights. Specifically we define

R1 =
∥

∥W(P )

∥

∥

1

2
=

C
∑

j=1

P
∑

p=1

∥

∥(W(P ))
j
p

∥

∥

2
(4)

where (W(P ))
j
p ∈ R

2d denotes the weights for the p-th com-

ponent of the j-th class. There are K components for each

modality, resulting in P = Q × K components in total,

where Q is the number of modalities (Q = 3). Eq. (4)

essentially applies l2-norm regulation within each compo-

nent (because the parameters of a component should have

similar importance) and l1-norm regulation across different

components. Fig. 2 illustrates the idea of the component-

based regularization, where a component is encouraged to

have either all zero weights or multiple non-zero weights.

Modality Regularization Term R2: Although it may

be that the discriminative power of different modalities are

different, it is expected that for the sparse set of discrimina-

tive features, their discriminability comes from a mixture of

modalities, rather than due to a single modality in isolation

Component 1 Component 2 Component 3 Component 4

� � � � � � � �
Figure 2. Illustration of the component regularization term, where

each component is treated as a group and each group is encouraged

to have either all zero weights (white squares) or multiple nonzero

weights (colorful squares).

Modality 3

� � � � � � � � �

Modality 2Modality 1

Figure 3. Illustration of the modality regularization term, where

each modality is treated as a group and each group is encouraged

to have sparse nonzero weights (colorful squares) and many zero

weights (white squares).

(i.e. scene classification will not be optimally performed

using only data from one modality). Thus, we propose to

use the regularization term of exclusive group lasso [37] to

encourage discriminative features from different modalities

to co-exist, while features within one modality are encour-

aged to compete with each other. Fig. 3 illustrates the idea

of modality regularization, where each modality is encour-

aged to be associated with sparse non-zero weights within

itself, but not so across different modalities. We define the

modality regularization term as:

R2 =
∥

∥W(Q)

∥

∥

2

1
=

C
∑

j=1

Q
∑

q=1

(
∥

∥(W(Q))
j
q

∥

∥

1
)
2

(5)

where (W(Q))
j
i ∈ R

2Kd denotes the weights for the i-th

modality of the j-th class. Eq. (5) essentially applies l1-

norm regulation within each modality to encourage sparsity

and l2-norm like regulation across different modalities to

encourage balance.

4.2. Optimization

To optimize the transformation matrix W in (3), we

compute the derivative of the overall cost function w.r.t.

Wj ∈ R
D for class j, based on existing solutions develope-

d for the lasso, group lasso and exclusive lasso techniques.
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Algorithm 1: The optimization pipeline

Input: X: multi-modal FV features;

Y : ground-truth label matrix.

Output: W : transformation matrix.

Step 1 (Initialization):

Initialize W as zero matrix.

Step 2 (Optimization):

For each class j

While not converged do

2.1. Fixing Wj , update D
(1)
j ,

D
(2)
j and D

(3)
j according to (7).

2.2. Fixing D
(1)
j , D

(2)
j and D

(3)
j ,

update Wj according to (8).

end while until convergence

end for

Specifically:

∂F

∂Wj

= XXTWj −Xyj

+ λ1D
(1)
j Wj + 2λ2D

(2)
j Wj + λ3D

(3)
j Wj

(6)

where yj ∈ R
N denotes the label vector for all training

images in class j, while D
(1)
j , D

(2)
j and D

(3)
j are all diag-

onal D × D matrices dependent on Wj . The i-th diagonal

elements of D
(1)
j , D

(2)
j and D

(3)
j are calculated as

D
(1)
ij = 1

‖(W(P ))
j
p‖

2

D
(2)
ij =

‖(W(Q))
j
q‖1

|Wij |

D
(3)
ij = 1

2|Wij |

(7)

Detailed derivations can be found in [26, 27, 12].

Once the derivative ∂F
∂Wj

is available, Wj is updated as

Wj ←Wj − γ
∂F

∂Wj

(8)

where γ is the learning rate. As D
(1)
j , D

(2)
j and D

(3)
j de-

pend on Wj , we update Dj and Wj in an iterative way. The

optimization pipeline is shown in Algorithm 1.

Using this optimization procedure, we learn an optimal

transformation matrix W . In the testing stage, once the

multi-modal FV features X of a test RGB-D image have

been extracted, the regression values are computed simply

using XTW , with the maximum regression value regarded

as the classification result.

To further leverage global features, we also adapt the

proposed feature fusion framework to the multi-modal C-

NN features applied on full images. Compared with the

proposal-based feature fusion framework, the only differ-

ence is that the full-image based framework does not have

components, because it is a single measurement rather than

modeled as a distribution. In other words, the cost function

of the full-image based framework only contains R, R2 and

R3 terms of (3). Finally the regression values from both

the proposal-based and the full-image based frameworks are

added to obtain the final classification.

5. Experiments

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed modality

and component aware feature fusion framework, we per-

form scene classification experiments on the SUNRGBD

Dataset [23] and the NYU Depth Dataset V2 [22]. The de-

tails of the experiments and the results are described in the

following sections.

5.1. Datasets and Experimental Setup

SUNRGBD Dataset: This dataset has 19 scene cate-

gories. It consists of 10,335 RGB-D scene images, in-

cluding 3,784 Kinect v2 images, 1,159 Intel RealSense

images captured by Song et al. [23], 1,449 Kinect v1

images taken from the NYU Depth Dataset V2 [22],

554 Kinect v1 images selected from the Berkeley B3DO

Dataset [10], and 3,389 Asus Xtion images selected from

SUN3D videos [29]. We follow the experiment settings s-

tated in [23] and only keep categories with more than 80

images. Using the publicly available split, there are in total

4,845 images for training and 4,659 images for testing.

NYU Depth Dataset V2: This dataset consists of 1,449

images. It has 27 scene categories but only a few of them

are well represented. Following the procedures stated in [7],

the original 27 categories are reorganized into 10 scene cat-

egories, including the 9 most common categories and an

‘other’ category for images in the remaining categories. We

use the publicly available split, which has 795 images for

training and 654 images for testing.

Metrics: For both datasets, we report the means of di-

agonal values of the confusion matrices, which are the av-

erage precisions over all scene classes. Another metric we

considered is the overall accuracy, which is the precision

over all test images. Since we found these two metrics to be

strongly correlated, only the former is listed for presentation

conciseness.

Fine-tuning: Our starting point is the current state-of-

the-art CNN model (Places-CNN) for scene classification,

pre-trained on the Places Dataset [36] (2.5 million RGB

images with 205 scene categories). To better adapt the

pre-trained CNN network for RGB-D data, especially for

the HHA and surface normal modalities, we fine-tuned the
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Figure 4. Confusion matrices of ‘FV (L1)’ (left) and ‘FV (Modality+Component+L1)’ (right) on SUNRGBD Dataset. It shows that by

adding the modality and component regularization terms, the performance is improved for almost all the classes.

Places-CNN with our relevant data. For the SUNRGBD

Dataset, we fine-tuned the Places-CNN with each of the

three modalities (RGB, HHA and surface normals) from

training images, utilizing image-level labels. For the NYU

Depth Dataset V2, the fine-tuning was carried out in two

stages: first with images from the SUNRGBD Dataset (but

excluding the NYU V2 images), then using training images

from the NYU Depth Dataset V2.

After one of the fine-tuned CNNs has operated on a re-

gion proposal in an image, the CNN activation vector of

the first fully connected layer (full6) is extracted. As stated

previously, based on a collection of such vectors in training

images, PCA is then used to reduce these 4096-dimensional

vectors to 400 dimensions, and further encoded as GMM-

based Fisher vectors.

Parameters: The parameter settings for the two datasets

are identical. The number of GMM components K for each

modality is 64. The PCA-reduced dimensionality of the C-

NN activation vector is d = 400. The parameters λ1, λ2 and

λ3 in (3) for proposal-based feature fusion are set at 0.005,

0.01 and 0.001 respectively with standard 5-fold crossval-

idation. For full-image-based feature fusion (λ1 = 0), we

empirically set λ2 and λ3 to be 0.001 and 0.0001 respec-

tively. The learning rates γ in (8) are set at 10−4 and 10−8

for proposal-based and full-image-based feature fusion re-

spectively. When optimizing Wj for each class, the number

of iterations is fixed at 100.

Table 1. Comparing the classification results of the proposal based

FV features and the full-image based CNN features under different

modalities with linear SVM classifier on SUNRGBD Dataset.

Accuracy (%) Full

(SVM)

FV

(SVM)

FV+Full

(SVM)

RGB 40.4 36.2 -

HHA 36.3 34.6 -

SN 34.3 30.6 -

RGB+HHA 44.9 39.7 -

RGB+HHA+SN 45.7 41.2 45.9

5.2. Results on SUNRGBD Dataset

We first compare the linear SVM classification result-

s of the proposal-based FV features and the full-image-

based CNN features obtained from different combination-

s of modalities, without including our proposed regular-

ization terms. We considered three baselines: 1) ‘Ful-

l (SVM)’: the full-image-based CNN features with SVM;

2) ‘FV (SVM)’: the proposal-based FV features with SVM;

and 3) ‘FV+Full (SVM)’: concatenating the full-image fea-

tures and the FV features prior to linear SVM classification.

Table 1 shows the comparison results. Among the three in-

dividual modalities, RGB features achieve the best perfor-

mance; however, it is clear that combination of the three

modalities substantially improves performance. The com-
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Table 2. Comparison of different baselines of our proposed feature

fusion framework on SUNRGBD Dataset.

Method Accuracy (%)

FV (SVM) 41.2

FV (L1) 41.0

FV (Modality + L1) 43.9

FV (Component + L1) 42.7

FV (Modality+Component+L1) 45.1

Full (SVM) 45.7

Full (L1) 44.9

Full (Modality + L1) 45.4

Combine FV and Full 48.1

Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on SUNRGBD

Dataset.

Method Accuracy (%)

Song et al. [23] 39.0

Liao et al. [14] 41.3

Ours 48.1

parisons between ‘RGB+HHA’ and ‘RGB+HHA+SN’ indi-

cate that expressing surface normals (SN) as explicitly sep-

arate from HHA leads to improved performance, although

both are indirectly extracted from depth images. More im-

portantly, we can see that ‘FV (SVM)’ performs poorly

compared with ‘Full (SVM)’, despite ‘FV (SVM)’ features

having 51,200 dimensions (D = 6Kd = 6 × 64 × 400)

while ‘Full (SVM)’ features only have 4096×3 dimension-

s. Even the combination of ‘FV+Full (SVM)’ only slightly

improves the performance. This is mainly due to many di-

mensions of the FV features not having discriminative pow-

er but which cause regressor overfitting, unless better regu-

larization is used (as implemented in our proposed feature

fusion framework).

Table 2 shows the impact of our modality and compo-

nent aware feature fusion frameworks with the added reg-

ularization terms. Here we consider seven other settings:

1) ‘FV (L1)’: using our framework only on proposal-based

CNN features and with only the R3 (L1-norm) regulariza-

tion term active; 2) ‘FV (Modality+L1)’: proposal-based

features only with R2 and R3 active; 3) ‘FV (Componen-

t+L1)’: proposal-based features only with R1 and R3 ac-

tive; 4) ‘FV (Modality+Component+L1)’: proposal-based

features only with R1, R2 and R3 active; 5) ‘Full (L1)’:

using our framework only on full-image based CNN fea-

tures, with only R3 active; 6) ‘Full (Modality+L1)’: full-

image features only with R2 and R3 active; 7) ‘Combine

FV and Full’: combined regression using both ‘FV (Modal-

ity+Component+L1)’ and ’Full (Modality+L1)’, which is

our final result.

Table 4. Comparing the classification results of the proposal based

FV features and the full-image based CNN features under different

modalities with linear SVM classifier on NYU Depth Dataset V2.

Accuracy (%) Full

(SVM)

FV

(SVM)

FV+Full

(SVM)

RGB 53.5 49.2 -

HHA 51.5 52.2 -

SN 51.7 44.8 -

RGB+HHA+SN 58.5 55.8 58.7

From Table 2, we can see that our feature fusion

framework is very effective for the multi-modal FV fea-

tures, greatly improving the performance from 41.0% un-

der the setting of ‘FV (L1)’ to 45.1% under the setting of

‘FV (Modality+Component+L1)’. It demonstrates that the

discriminative information of the high-dimensional multi-

modal FV features can be better extracted with the de-

veloped structure sparsity regularization. Although ‘Full

(Modality+L1)’ does not outperform ‘Full (SVM)’ (mainly

because the full-image based CNN features are not of high

dimensions), the combination of the regression results of the

FV features and the full-image based features (‘Combine

FV and Full’) achieves the best performance. This suggests

that the proposal-based features contain pertinent local in-

formation not represented in full-image-based features.

Table 3 shows comparison with state-of-the-art method-

s. We compared with: 1) Song et al. [23], which directly

uses pre-trained Places-CNN to extract features from RGB

and HHA followed by RBF kernel SVM for classification;

and 2) Liao et al. [14], which incorporates features extract-

ed from semantic segmentation to improve scene classifica-

tion. It can be seen that our proposed method significantly

outperforms the two state-of-the-art methods.

In Fig. 4, we visualize the confusion matrix to give

the performance comparison between ‘FV (L1)’ and ‘FV

(Modality+Component+L1)’. It can be seen that there is a

performance improvement for almost every class. We can

also spot some misclassification cases, e.g. many ‘lab’ im-

ages are misclassified as ‘office’, and some ‘lecture theatre’

images are misclassified as ‘classroom’. These are due to

both visual and semantic similarity between such classes.

5.3. Results on NYU Depth Dataset V2

We also obtained results on NYU Depth Dataset V2,

where we can make similar observations to those for the

SUNRGBD Dataset. Table 4 compares the classification

results of the proposal-based FV features and the full-

image-based CNN features with linear SVM classifier. Ta-

ble 5 compares the results under different baseline set-

tings of our modality and component aware feature fusion

framework. In this dataset, we can also see that the ‘FV

(Modality+Component+L1)’ baseline significantly outper-
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Table 5. Comparison of different baselines of our proposed feature

fusion framework on NYU Depth Dataset V2.

Method Accuracy (%)

FV (SVM) 55.8

FV (L1) 53.5

FV (Modality + L1) 56.7

FV (Component + L1) 55.5

FV (Modality+Component+L1) 59.8

Full (SVM) 58.5

Full (L1) 58.8

Full (Modality + L1) 59.1

Combine FV and Full 63.9

Table 6. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on NYU

Depth Dataset V2. We reimplemented the second-order pooling

method [1] and show our reproduced results as ’O2P’.

Method Accuracy (%)

Gupta et al. [6] 45.4

SPM on SIFT [6] 38.9

SPM on G. Textons [6] 33.8

SPM on SIFT+G. Textons [6] 44.9

O2P on color SIFT and LBP 41.0

O2P on depth SIFT and LBP 48.5

O2P on color+depth 50.9

Ours 63.9

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of our final results (‘Combine FV and

Full’) on NYU Depth Dataset V2.

forms ’FV (L1)’ by over 6%, which further proves the effec-

tiveness of the structured sparsity promoted by our feature

fusion method. By combining the regression results of ‘FV

(Modality+Component+L1)’ and ’Full (Modality+L1)’, we

further improve the performance significantly.

Table 6 shows comparisons with state-of-the-art method-

s. Gupta et al. [7, 6] used the semantic segmentation out-

put (i.e. the probabilities of belonging to different semantic

classes) as local features and applied spatial pyramid (SP-

M) on them. We also show the results of the three baselines

in [6]: 1) histograms of vector quantized color SIFT as fea-

tures with SPM; 2) histograms of geocentric textons with

SPM; 3) combination of 1) and 2) with SPM.

Recently, Banica et al. [1] made use of second-order

pooling (O2P) [3] of hand-crafted features mainly for the

RGB-D semantic segmentation problem, but they also di-

rectly apply O2P features for scene classification as an addi-

tional application. For RGB-D scene classification on NYU

Depth Dataset V2, they reported a very high classification

results of 83.81%. Despite our careful reimplementation of

their method in detailed consultation with one of the au-

thors, we were unable to reproduce and verify their pub-

lished percentages; hence we only list the results obtained

from our implementation of the O2P method in Table 61.

Specifically, we conduct second-order pooling on SIFT and

Local Binary Patterns (LBP) for both color and depth im-

ages. The pooling was done in subregions of a 1, 2× 2 and

4 × 4 SPM. Fig. 5 shows the confusion matrix of our final

results (‘Combine FV and Full’). We can see that the re-

sults of ‘home office’ and ‘other’ classes were not as good

as other classes, since ‘others’ is not well defined, while

‘home office’ is significantly confused with ‘living room’.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a modality and component

aware feature fusion framework that effectively makes use

of high-dimensional FV features from RGB, HHA and sur-

face normal modalities. We formulate our method as a

regression problem with regularization terms correspond-

ing to modality and component related structure sparsity.

By combining the regression results of the proposal based

multi-modal FV features and the full-image based multi-

modal CNN features, we achieved state-of-the-art scene

classification performance on the SUNRGBD Dataset and

the NYU Depth Dataset V2.
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